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Life expectancy in patients with schizophrenia is reduced by 20 years for men and 15 years for women compared to the general population. About
60% of the excess mortality is due to physical illnesses, with cardiovascular disease being dominant. CHANGE was a randomized, parallel-group,
superiority, multi-centre trial with blinded outcome assessment, testing the efficacy of an intervention aimed to improve cardiovascular risk profile and hereby potentially reduce mortality. A total of 428 patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorders and abdominal obesity were recruited
and centrally randomized 1:1:1 to 12 months of lifestyle coaching plus care coordination plus treatment as usual (N5138), or care coordination
plus treatment as usual (N5142), or treatment as usual alone (N5148). The primary outcome was 10-year risk of cardiovascular disease assessed
post-treatment and standardized to age 60. At follow-up, the mean 10-year risk of cardiovascular disease was 8.4 6 6.7% in the group receiving
lifestyle coaching, 8.5 6 7.5% in the care coordination group, and 8.0 6 6.5% in the treatment as usual group (p50.41). We found no intervention
effects for any secondary or exploratory outcomes, including cardiorespiratory fitness, physical activity, weight, diet and smoking. In conclusion,
the CHANGE trial did not support superiority of individual lifestyle coaching or care coordination compared to treatment as usual in reducing
cardiovascular risk in patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorders and abdominal obesity.
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(World Psychiatry 2016;15:155–165)

The gap in life expectancy between patients with schizophrenia and the general population – twenty years shorter for
men and fifteen years shorter for women1,2 – is a major challenge to public health. About 60% of the premature mortality
in schizophrenia is due to physical diseases3, with cardiovascular disease explaining the majority4.
Several factors contribute to the early and frequent development of cardiovascular disease in this population, including
genetic vulnerability5, metabolic adverse effects of antipsychotics6,7, insufficient treatment of somatic comorbidity8, and
unhealthy lifestyle9. Of these risk factors, medication with
antipsychotic drugs can be considered partly modifiable, as
reducing doses or switching prescriptions only leads to moderate improvement of metabolic risk factors10,11. Insufficient
treatment of somatic comorbidity and unhealthy lifestyle are
potentially fully modifiable and, if they are properly targeted,
life expectancy for patients with schizophrenia might improve.
Several clinical trials12-14 have reported an effect of lifestyle
modification in this population, indicating that weight reduction and smoking cessation are possible. However, there are still
gaps in the current knowledge. Selecting the optimal outcome
for trials aiming to reduce cardiovascular risk remains a challenge: weight reduction or weight gain prevention is the most
used outcome, but the correlation between weight loss and
mortality remains questionable15. To overcome this, composite
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surrogate outcomes assessing the risk of cardiovascular disease
have been proposed16. Moreover, since the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease is multifactorial, strategies to reduce multiple, concurrent risk behaviours are needed17. Interventions with
long-term follow-up are also warranted, since there are no reasons to believe that changes in metabolic risk factors occur
faster in patients with severe mental disorders than the general
population18. Equally important are follow-ups after the intervention has ended, as the effect of lifestyle modification tends
to vanish, and an intentional weight loss may be followed by an
unhealthy weight gain in the majority of participants in behavioural trials19. Finally, it is crucial to evaluate the external validity
of trials, which might be compromised by the recruitment of
patients with a higher readiness to change and a lower degree of
barriers to lifestyle modifications – such as cognitive impairment, anxiety or substance abuse – than the clinical population
with severe mental illness as a whole. This can be minimized by
pragmatic designs, with few exclusion criteria20.
The CHANGE trial was designed to address the above-mentioned gaps. We conducted a randomized, pragmatic trial exploring if 12-month lifestyle coaching plus care coordination
plus treatment as usual, compared to care coordination plus
treatment as usual and to treatment as usual alone, could reduce
the 10-year risk of cardiovascular disease in patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorders and abdominal obesity.
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METHODS

Study design and participants
CHANGE was an investigator-initiated, independently funded, randomized, parallel-group, superiority, multi-centre trial
with blinded outcome assessment. Patients were recruited
from well-defined catchment areas in two major Danish cities
(Aarhus and Copenhagen). The trial protocol was published in
2015 with no changes made to the original version21.
Patients were eligible if aged 18 or older, receiving a diagnosis of schizophrenia (F20), schizoaffective disorder (F25) or
persistent delusional disorder (F22) according to ICD-10 – as
ascertained by the Schedules for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN)22 – and having a waist circumference
(measured between the iliac crest and the lowest rib) above
88 cm for women and 102 cm for men23.
Eligible patients were verbally informed by the usual carer
and, if accepting, referred to CHANGE research staff by phone
or e-mail. An initial meeting was arranged at the research centre, the outpatient clinic, or patient’s home. Verbal and written
information on the trial was provided to all patients. Patients
reporting current pregnancy or unable to provide informed
consent were excluded. If the patient accepted participation in
the trial, an informed consent form was signed and an appointment for collection of baseline data was made.
The Danish Ethical Committee (H-4-2012-051) and the
Danish Data Protection Agency (referral number 01689 RHP2012-007) approved the trial.
Recruited patients were randomized with a 1:1:1 ratio to lifestyle coaching plus care coordination plus treatment as usual
(CHANGE intervention), or care coordination plus treatment as
usual, or treatment as usual alone. Randomization was stratified according to site (Copenhagen/Aarhus), gender, and a
baseline high/low risk of cardiovascular disease. High risk was
defined according to cut-off points from a Danish population
study24, using the Copenhagen risk score16 with age standardized to 60 years.
The randomization was centralized and carried out by the
Copenhagen Trial Unit using a computerized sequence with
alternating block sizes (9, 12 and 15) unknown to the investigators. After the inclusion of a patient in the trial, one of the
lifestyle coaches (see below) contacted the Copenhagen Trial
Unit with a unique patient identifier plus stratification variables and in return received the patient allocation. Outcome
assessors, statisticians and all investigators involved in the trial
were blinded to patient allocation, but patients and the health
professionals providing the interventions were not.

Interventions
Lifestyle coaching
Lifestyle coaching was defined as affiliation to a CHANGE
team member, offering a tailored, manual-based intervention tar-
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geting physical inactivity, unhealthy dietary habits and smoking,
and facilitating contact to the patient’s general practitioner to
secure medical treatment of somatic comorbidities. The theoretical framework of the lifestyle coaching was based on the theory of
stages of change25, motivational interviewing26 and an assertive
approach adapted from the assertive community treatment27.
Motivational interviewing is a method to help patients elicit their
own wishes to change; the assertive approach allows the staff to
be respectfully active and persistent in follow-up, and implement
short message services, phone calls, home visits and meetings in
the local area. These methods were incorporated into four manuals with detailed descriptions of the interventions addressing
four tracks: care coordination, smoking cessation, healthy diet,
and physical activity. Manuals are provided in the paper describing the trial protocol21.
The coach offered home visits with systematic exploration
of possibilities for physical activity in daily life, which were
realistic and attractive to the patient. Dietary changes involved
concrete examination of the patient’s dietary habits, food purchases and cooking practices, and identification of economically realistic, easy and attractive possibilities for change.
During home visits, the coach took part in the activities (e.g.,
physical activity or food purchases), if requested by the
patient, to support lifestyle changes. Personal and professional
networks were included if possible in individual plans. The
smoking cessation program was adapted from that published
by the Danish Cancer Society28, and tailored to each patient in
order to elicit and enhance motivation and maintain smoking
cessation.
The patients were offered affiliation with the team member
for one year, with at least one weekly personal meeting of variable duration, often one hour. Further support could be provided by text messages, phone calls and e-mail messages. The
coach to participant ratio was 1:15.
Each participant was encouraged to choose if focus should
be on one or more of the four possible tracks, and the lifestyle
coach supported the patient in setting individual goals. The
staff had access to baseline results regarding cardiorespiratory
fitness, forced expiratory volume, anthropometric measures
and metabolic variables, and used these in their first consultation with each patient to plan the further course.
The lifestyle coaches performed written registration of all
contacts with patients including cancellations. All coaching
sessions were classified, according to the focus area of each
consultation, into care coordination, smoking cessation,
healthy diet or physical activity.
Lifestyle coaches were health professionals (occupational
therapists, physiotherapists or dieticians) with clinical experience in psychiatry. They received a 5-day course in motivational interviewing, a 5-day course in smoking cessation, a
1-day course in examination and treatment of lifestyle disorders, and a 2-day course in healthy dieting, all based on the
Danish Health Authority guidelines. During the trial, lifestyle
coaches had weekly sessions with supervision to ensure program fidelity. In addition to the intervention described above,
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the patients in the CHANGE group were offered care coordination (see below) and continued treatment as usual.

Care coordination
Care coordination was incorporated in the CHANGE group
and implemented as add-on to treatment as usual in the care
coordination group. The intervention was manual-based. The
care coordinator, a trained psychiatric nurse, facilitated contact to primary care in order to ensure that the patients
received optimal treatment of physical health problems. Each
care coordinator had 30-40 participants assigned at a time.
Affiliation to the care coordinator was offered for one year.
The care coordinators’ contact with patients comprised personal meetings, phone calls and text messages. The frequency
of contact was adjusted according to the individual need. The
first meeting with the patient consisted of a general health talk
about physical well-being and an evaluation of test results
from the physical examination performed at baseline. Special
attention was paid to symptoms of obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. The care coordinator used a decision tree to plan the further course. In addition
to the care coordination described above, the patients in this
group continued treatment as usual.

Treatment as usual
All three groups of patients received treatment as usual for
obese patients with schizophrenia. In Denmark all persons
have a general practitioner and can consult her/him for free
when needed. Patients in secondary mental health services
stay affiliated with their general practitioner, who is responsible for treating abnormal results from the mandatory yearly
screening of metabolic risk factors. No formalized extra effort
was made regarding lifestyle counselling or treatment of physical disorders in the treatment as usual group. Results from the
baseline assessment were available if requested by the patient
or the usual carer and, if any of the results was a matter of
urgent consideration, the CHANGE research team contacted
staff at the psychiatric outpatient clinic.

Outcome assessments
The primary outcome was the 10-year risk of cardiovascular
disease, evaluated post-treatment and standardized to age 60
years. We used the Copenhagen risk score, which is based on
data from two large epidemiological studies in the Copenhagen area16 and is recommended by the European Society of
Cardiology for screening of cardiovascular risk29. This composite measure incorporates non-modifiable and modifiable factors. The non-modifiable factors include: gender, family
history of cardiovascular disease (defined as parents suffering
from a fatal or non-fatal cardiovascular event before the age of
55 years for fathers or 60 years for mothers), and prior heart
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disease (defined as myocardial infarction or verified atherosclerosis of coronary arteries). The modifiable factors include:
smoking (defined as daily smoking, yes/no), diabetes mellitus
(defined as either haemoglobin A1c >48 mmol/mol or receiving antiglycaemic drugs due to earlier confirmed diagnosis,
yes/no), total cholesterol, high density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, systolic blood pressure, and body mass index. Absolute risk was defined as the probability of a clinical event
(ischaemic heart disease, myocardial infarction, stroke or
death) happening to a person within 10 years. We calculated
the risk for each patient, independent of age, as if age was 60,
an approach recommended by the European Guidelines on
Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Clinical Practice29 to
assess risk in young individuals.
The key secondary outcome was cardiorespiratory fitness
(the patient’s maximal oxygen uptake was measured using a
bicycle cardiopulmonary exercise test). Further secondary outcomes included: forced expiratory volume (measured with
Easy-oneV spirometer), waist circumference, systolic blood
pressure (average of three values measured on the right upper
arm in a sitting position after 10 minutes of rest, and before
the bicycle test), resting heart rate, haemoglobin A1c, HDL
and non-HDL cholesterol, and self-reported moderate and vigorous physical activity (using the Physical Activity Scale30).
The exploratory outcomes included: weight, body mass
index, triglycerides, high sensitivity C-reactive protein, selfreported time spent sedentary30, daily smoking (using the
€ m Test for Nicotine Dependence31), diet (using the
Fagerstro
Dietary Quality Score32), positive and negative symptoms
(assessed using the Scale for the Assessment of Positive
Symptoms33 and the Scale for the Assessment of Negative
Symptoms34), cognition (assessed by the Brief Assessment of
Cognition in Schizophrenia35), quality of life (evaluated by the
Manchester Short Assessment of Quality of Life36 and the EuroQOL Five Dimensions Questionnaire37), psychosocial functioning (explored by the Global Assessment of Functioning38),
perceived health39, and perceived stress40.
R

Statistical analysis
We expected the experimental interventions to reduce the
Copenhagen risk score by 2.5% in the CHANGE group compared with the care coordination group, and by 2.5% in the
care coordination group compared with the treatment as usual
group. As we planned to compare all three groups, we reduced
our alpha level to 0.05/3 5 0.0167. Allowing a power of 90%, we
estimated to recruit 150 participants to each intervention
group, a total of 450 participants. This calculation was based
on a standard deviation of 5.9% of the Copenhagen risk score
as found in the Inter99-trial24.
The primary outcome analysis was an intention-to-treat
one. Multiple imputation was used to handle missing data. The
imputations were based on a linear regression model with 100
imputations and 20 iterations. As predictors in the imputation
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Assessed for eligibility (N=513)

Excluded (N=85)
Not meeting inclusion criteria (N=14)
Declined to participate (N=41)
Other reasons (N=30)
Randomized
(N=428)

Allocated to CHANGE
(N=138)

Lost to follow-up (N=18)
Deceased (N=1)
Declined to participate (N=13)
Other reasons (N=4)

Allocated to care coordination
(N=142)

Lost to follow-up (N=21)
Deceased (N=1)
Declined to participate (N=12)
Other reasons (N=9)

Allocated to treatment as usual
(N=148)

Lost to follow-up (N=21)
Deceased (N=3)
Declined to participate (N=6)
Other reasons (N=12)

Analyzed without imputation (N=120)

Analyzed without imputation (N=120)

Analyzed without imputation (N=127)

Analyzed with imputation (N=138)

Analyzed with imputation (N=142)ccc

Analyzed with imputation (N=148)igg

Figure 1 Flow diagram showing the process of recruiting and follow-up

model, we selected variables from a predefined list (age, gender,
Global Assessment of Functioning score, duration of illness,
daily dose of antipsychotic medication in chlorpromazine
equivalents, and research centre) if they were significant predictors of the outcome variable or predictors of dropout (p<0.05
in a univariable model). These variables were, together with
the baseline value of the variable and the randomization group,
used as predictors for all imputations, if they had less than 5%
missing values. Predictor variables with missing values were
then simultaneously imputed along with the outcome variables. For the primary outcome, the composite values were
imputed.
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to calculate any
significant differences between the three intervention groups,
using the baseline value of each measure and the three stratification variables (gender, research centre and baseline risk of
cardiovascular disease) as covariates. All distributions were
assessed for normality using visual inspection of histograms
and Q-Q plots. If not normally distributed, variables were log
transformed, and if unsuccessful, a non-parametric test was
used. For dichotomous outcomes, we performed multiple
logistic regressions with treatment as usual as reference and
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stratification variables as covariates after having imputed
missing values using a logistic regression model.
All tests were two-tailed. For the primary outcome, the p
values were Bonferroni-adjusted (alpha level50.05/350.0167).
We had several secondary and exploratory outcomes, and further Bonferroni correction would have been too conservative,
as this approach demands an assumption of independency
between outcomes, which was not reasonable in our study.
Therefore, p values for secondary and exploratory outcomes
are presented unadjusted, and interpreted as follows: no effect
of the experimental intervention if p0.05; a possible positive
effect if p<0.05 but >0.001; a strong indication of a positive
effect if p<0.001.
Sensitivity analyses included an analysis of complete cases,
removal of outliers (defined as standardized residuals greater
than three standard deviations), a per-protocol analysis defining participants not having a single contact as violating the
protocol, and a second per-protocol analysis including participants with at least 50% of intended personal meetings in the
CHANGE group. This second per-protocol analysis is likely to
cause severe selection bias, as the CHANGE group would
include the participants with the highest level of motivation.
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Table 1 Baseline socio-demographic and clinical characteristics
CHANGE (N 5138)

CARE (N 5 142)

TAU (N 5 148)

Total (N5428)

37.8 6 12.6

39.5 6 12.8

38.5 6 11.8

38.6 6 12.4

Age (years, mean 6SD)
Gender (female, %)

55.1

57.7

54.7

56.1

Work status (unemployed, %)

86.9

95.0

94.6

92.0

8.7

15.5

16.9

13.8

Living in supported housing (%)
Global Assessment of Functioning (mean6SD)
Risk of cardiovascular disease (high, %)
Waist circumference (cm, mean6SD)
Body mass index (mean6SD)
Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg, mean6SD)
HDL cholesterol (mmol/l, mean6SD)

44.5 6 11.3
5.8

42.9 6 9.8
7.0

43.7 6 9.1
5.9

43.7 6 7.5
6.3

113.7 6 15.8

115.3 6 14.6

114.8 6 14.2

114.6 6 14.8

34.1 6 6.0

34.2 6 5.9

34.2 6 6.1

34.2 6 6.0

126.5 6 12.8

128.0 6 13.4

128.3 6 16.0

127.6 6 14.2

1.2 6 0.4

1.2 6 0.4

1.2 6 0.4

1.2 6 0.4

Non-HDL cholesterol (mmol/l, mean6SD)

3.8 6 1.1

3.4 6 1.2

3.8 6 1.1

3.8 6 1.1

Haemoglobin A1c (mmol/mol, mean6SD)

39.1 6 8.7

38.3 6 9.1

37.7 6 9.5

38.3 6 9.1

Diabetes (%)

18.6

17.0

9.5

15.0

Hypercholesterolemia (>5 mmol/l, %)

46.4

52.1

47.3

48.6

Hypertension (>140 mm Hg, %)
Cardiorespiratory fitness (ml O2/kg/min, mean6SD)
Daily smoking (%)

14.5
17.3 6 4.6

16.9
17.4 6 5.8

15.5
17.4 6 6.1

15.7
17.4 6 5.5

52.9

52.1

50.7

52.1

Substance dependence (ICD-10, %)

5.8

2.8

3.4

4.0

High alcohol consumption (%)

8.0

8.5

4.1

6.8

90.6

91.5

83.1

88.0

Schizophrenia (ICD-10, %)
Duration of illness (years, mean6SD)
Antipsychotic daily dose in chlorpromazine equivalents (mg, mean6SD)
Antidepressant use (%)
Mood stabilizers use (%)

17.2 6 11.3

18.6 6 11.0

16.7 6 10.4

17.5 6 10.9

453.4 6 398.8

502.3 6 389.5

464.7 6 406.0

473.5 6 397.9

46.4

42.2

39.2

44.2

8.7

13.4

9.5

10.5

Positive symptoms (SAPS global score, mean6SD)

2.2 6 1.6

2.3 6 1.6

2.0 6 1.7

2.2 6 1.6

Negative symptoms (SANS global score, mean6SD)

2.5 6 1.1

2.6 6 1.1

2.5 6 1.3

2.6 6 1.2

231.3 6 51.3

221.5 6 45.5

222.7 6 51.5

225.1 6 49.6

Cognition (BACS composite score, mean6SD)

CARE – care coordination, TAU – treatment as usual, HDL – high density lipoprotein, HbA1c – haemoglobin A1c, SAPS – Scale for the Assessment of Positive
Symptoms, SANS – Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms, BACS – Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia
High alcohol consumption was defined as >14 weekly alcohol units for men and >7 for women

Therefore, it was only considered meaningful to report negative results from this analysis.

RESULTS
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of patients through the trial.
Between December 2012 and May 2014, 428 participants were
assigned to receive the CHANGE intervention (N5138), or care
coordination plus treatment as usual (N5142), or treatment as
usual alone (N5148). According to the protocol, we ought to
include 450 participants, but had to stop before, due to lack of
referrals.
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Retention proportion was 86.0% for the sample as a
whole. There was no difference in the dropout rates among
the three groups (p50.68). 365 participants (85.3%) provided
information enabling a calculation of the primary outcome
at follow-up. The dropouts did not differ from completers
regarding baseline metabolic or psychometric characteristics
or pattern of medication, except for a smaller proportion of
the former receiving antidepressant treatment (30.0% vs.
46.0%).
Table 1 shows the baseline socio-demographic and clinical
characteristics of the patients. We included slightly more
women, and the average age was 38.6 6 12.4 years. Most
patients were diagnosed with schizophrenia (88.0%). The
majority were unemployed (92.0%), and a small proportion
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Table 2 Results for primary and secondary outcomes
CHANGE

CARE

TAU

F

p

Mean6SDa

8.4 6 6.7

8.5 6 7.5

8.0 6 6.5

1.04

0.41

Adjusted mean6SEb

8.3 6 0.3

8.6 6 0.3

8.1 6 0.3

18.1 6 5.5

18.0 6 6.8

18.2 6 6.7

0.86

0.54

18.1 6 0.4

17.9 6 0.4

18.3 6 0.4

Mean6SDa

3.1 6 0.8

3.1 6 0.8

3.0 6 1.0

0.23

0.26

Adjusted mean6SEb

3.0 6 0.04

3.1 6 0.04

3.1 6 0.04

113.9 6 16.8

115.8 6 16.3

115.0 6 15.0

0.26

0.79

114.8 6 0.7

115.1 6 0.7

114.8 6 0.6

Mean6SDa

128.7 6 13.9

127.6 6 13.8

129.1 6 14.1

1.12

0.39

Adjusted mean6SEb

129.3 6 1.1

127.4 6 1.0

128.7 6 1.0

0.56

0.61

3.65

0.07

1.24

0.34

0.29

0.77

0.99

0.43

Primary outcome
10-year risk of cardiovascular disease (%)

Secondary outcomes
Cardiorespiratory fitness (ml O2/min/Kg)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

Forced expiratory volume (l/sec)

Waist circumference (cm)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg))

Resting heart rate (beats/min)
Mean6SDa

86.4 6 14.9

87.5 6 15.5

86.0 6 14.1

Adjusted mean6SEb

86.9 6 1.0

86.9 6 1.0

85.9 6 1.0

38.4 6 9.7

38.7 6 10.6

36.7 6 6.9

37.8 6 0.5

38.7 6 0.5

37.2 6 0.4

1.2 6 0.4

1.2 6 0.4

1.2 6 0.4

1.2 6 0.02

1.2 6 0.02

1.2 6 0.02

Mean6SDa

3.8 6 1.1

3.9 6 1.2

3.8 6 1.1

Adjusted mean6SEb

3.8 6 0.1

3.8 6 0.1

3.8 6 0.1

2.5 6 4.0

3.1 6 4.4

2.5 6 4.0

2.6 6 0.4

3.0 6 0.4

2.4 6 0.3

HbA1c (mmol/mol)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

HDL cholesterol (mmol/l)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

Non-HDL cholesterol (mmol/l)

Moderate-vigorous physical activity (hours/week)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

CARE – Care coordination, TAU – treatment as usual, HDL – high density lipoprotein, HbA1c – haemoglobin A1c
a

after multiple imputation; badjusted for gender, research center and baseline risk of cardiovascular disease

lived in supported housings (13.8%). There were 52.1% daily
smokers and 15.0% had a diagnosis of diabetes. There were no
differences between the intervention groups, apart from a
higher proportion of participants living in supported housings
(16.9% vs. 8.7%) and a smaller proportion having diabetes
(9.5% vs. 18.6%) in the treatment as usual group compared
with the CHANGE group.
In the CHANGE group, the mean number of personal meetings was 24.6 6 14.5; 60.0% of the participants attended 21 or
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more of the intended 42 personal meetings; 97.8% had at least
one personal meeting with their coach. The 73 daily smokers
allocated to the CHANGE group received a mean of 11.2 6 9.3
sessions focusing on smoking cessation. For the group as a
whole, there was a mean of 19.5 6 13.1 meetings focused on
physical activity, 6.3 6 6.6 on care coordination and 15.8 6 11.2
on healthy dieting.
Results for primary and secondary outcomes are shown in
Table 2. The mean age-standardized 10-year risk of
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Table 3 Results for exploratory outcomes
CHANGE

CARE

TAU

F

p

Mean6SDa

103.1 6 23.8

103.7 6 21.2

102.9 6 21.7

1.91

0.18

Adjusted mean6SEb

102.2 6 0.7

103.8 6 0.7

103.6 6 0.7

Mean6SDa

33.9 6 5.9

34.5 6 6.3

34.4 6 6.3

1.88

0.19

Adjusted mean6SEb

33.9 6 0.2

34.4 6 0.2

34.4 6 0.2

2.0 6 1.2

2.2 6 1.5

2.2 6 1.5

1.25

0.34

2.0 6 0.1

2.1 6 0.1

2.2 6 0.1

Mean6SDa

3.1 6 2.7

3.4 6 2.8

3.1 6 2.9

0.73

0.59

Adjusted mean6SEb

3.2 6 0.3

3.3 6 0.3

3.1 6 0.3

9.9 6 3.6

10.5 6 3.4

9.9 6 3.5

1.23

0.36

10.1 6 0.3

10.4 6 0.3

9.9 6 0.3

Weight (Kg)

Body mass index

Triglycerides (mmol/l)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

Hs-CRP (mg/l)

Time spent sedentary (hours/day)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

Daily smoking (yes/no)
%a

49.0

49.0

50.0

% (adjusted)b

49.0

49.0

50.0

0.65 (CHANGE vs. TAU);
0.79 (CARE vs. TAU)

Intake of fruit (g/week)
Mean6SDa

393.1 6 268.5

439.8 6 270.7

421.4 6 258.1

Adjusted mean6SEb

394.8 6 20.0

428.6 6 20.3

430.5 6 20.0

1.39

0.31

1.25

0.34

0.35

0.73

Intake of vegetables (g/week)
Mean6SDa

507.5 6 338.8

475.7 6 325.1

479.3 6 307.7

Adjusted mean6SEb

518.2 6 28.0

477.2 6 27.3

467.9 6 27.1

138.1 6 14.5

145.0 6 13.9

140.8 6 14.4

136.2 6 12.3

144.9 6 12.3

142.6 6 12.2

Intake of fish (g/week)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

Intake of saturated fat (yes/no)
a

%

52.0

62.0

66.0

% (adjusted)b

55.0

59.0

65.0

1.7 6 1.6

1.7 6 1.6

1.8 6 1.6

1.6 6 0.1

1.6 6 0.1

1.8 6 0.1

Mean6SDa

2.1 6 1.2

2.0 6 1.2

2.0 6 1.2

Adjusted mean6SEb

2.1 6 0.1

2.0 6 0.1

2.0 6 0.1

Mean6SDa

244.3 6 50.1

235.8 6 50.2

242.0 6 49.5

Adjusted mean6SEb

238.8 6 2.2

239.0 6 2.2

244.1 6 2.1

Mean6SDa

4.7 6 0.8

4.7 6 0.8

4.7 6 0.8

Adjusted mean6SEb

4.7 6 0.07

4.8 6 0.07

4.7 6 0.07

0.08 (CHANGE vs. TAU);
0.33 (CARE vs. TAU)

Positive symptoms (SAPS global score)
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

1.44

0.29

0.74

0.52

2.54

0.12

0.74

0.52

Negative symptoms (SANS global score)

Cognition (BACS composite score)

Quality of life (MANSA score)
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Table 3 Results for exploratory outcomes (continued)
CHANGE

CARE

TAU

F

p

Mean6SDa

1.4 6 0.3

1.4 6 0.3

1.3 6 0.3

1.14

0.36

Adjusted mean6SEb

1.4 6 0.03

1.4 6 0.03

1.3 6 0.03

1.19

0.35

0.33

0.74

1.68

0.26

Quality of life (EuroQOL score)

GAF total score
Mean6SDa

49.4 6 11.2

47.6 6 9.8

47.8 6 9.4

49.0 6 0.8

48.1 6 0.8

47.6 6 0.8

Mean6SDa

2.8 6 1.0

2.8 6 0.9

2.7 6 0.8

Adjusted mean6SEb

2.7 6 0.1

2.8 6 0.1

2.7 6 0.1

26.8 6 7.8

27.0 6 7.4

25.5 6 7.4

27.1 6 0.6

26.5 6 0.6

25.7 6 0.6

Adjusted mean6SE

b

Perceived health

Perceived stress
Mean6SDa
Adjusted mean6SE

b

CARE – care coordination, TAU – treatment as usual, Hs-CRP – high sensitivity C-reactive protein, SAPS – Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms, SANS
– Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms, BACS – Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia, MANSA – Manchester Short Assessment of Quality
of Life, GAF – Global Assessment of Functioning
a

after multiple imputation; badjusted for gender, research center and baseline risk of cardiovascular disease

For dichotomous outcomes, a mean difference in risk ratios was calculated using the risk ratio in the TAU group as reference

cardiovascular disease was 8.4 6 6.7% in the CHANGE group,
8.5 6 7.5% in the care coordination group, and 8.0 6 6.5% in
the treatment as usual group (F2,42851.04, p50.41).
The sensitivity analyses of the primary outcome using complete cases, or removing outliers, did not change the results.
When analyzing complete cases, we found that the mean agestandardized 10-year risk of cardiovascular disease was 8.5 6 7.0%
in the CHANGE group, 8.6 6 7.8 in the care coordination group
and 7.4 6 5.3% in the treatment as usual group (p50.46). After
removing outliers, we found that it was 7.9 6 5.2% in the CHANGE
group, 7.6 6 4.9% in the care coordination group and 7.1 6 4.1%
in the treatment as usual group (p50.18). After removing
CHANGE participants who had less than half of the intended
42 sessions, we found that the mean risk was 8.6 6 7.7%
in the CHANGE group, 8.6 6 7.8% in the care coordination
group and 7.4 6 5.3% in the treatment as usual group (p50.65).
Equally, the per-protocol analysis removing the three participants with no contact at all to the coach did not change the
results.
There were no differences between the three groups for any
of the secondary outcomes. The means for cardiorespiratory
fitness, our key secondary outcome, were 18.1 6 5.5 ml O2/
min/Kg in the CHANGE group, 18.0 6 6.8 ml O2/min/Kg in the
care coordination group, and 18.2 6 6.7 ml O2/min/Kg in the
treatment as usual group (F2,42850.86, p50.54).
The analyses revealed no significant differences between the
three groups on any exploratory outcomes (Table 3). For weight,
the means were 103.1 6 23.8 Kg in the CHANGE group, 103.7 6
21.2 Kg in the care coordination group, and 102.9 6 21.7 Kg in
the treatment as usual group (F2,42851.91, p50.18). The proportion of daily smokers was 49.0% in the CHANGE group,
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49.0% in the care coordination group, and 50.0% in the treatment as usual group (CHANGE group vs. treatment as usual
group: p50.65; care coordination group vs. treatment as usual
group: p50.79).
Five patients died during the trial. The distribution can be
seen in the flow diagram (Figure 1). The causes of death
were cancer (N52), suicide (N51), and unexplained (N52).
Psychiatric hospitalizations amounted to 18.8% in the
CHANGE group, 33.8% in the care coordination group and
24.3% in the treatment as usual group; the difference
between the care coordination and the CHANGE group was
statistically significant (p50.004). Somatic hospitalizations
amounted to 12.3% in the CHANGE group, 17.6% in the care
coordination group and 16.2% in the control group
(p50.40).

DISCUSSION
We hypothesized that a tailored, multi-domain intervention, delivered by personal coaching in a community setting,
would lead to a meaningfully reduced risk of cardiovascular
disease in patients with schizophrenic spectrum disorders and
abdominal obesity. However, the findings of this trial suggest
that neither the CHANGE intervention nor care coordination
were superior to standard treatment in reducing the 10-year
risk of cardiovascular disease.
CHANGE is the first trial, to our knowledge, to evaluate the
effect of lifestyle interventions on a composite score estimating the risk of cardiovascular disease in patients with
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schizophrenic spectrum disorders. One U.S. study had
explored the impact of care coordination in patients with
severe mental illness, using a composite cardiovascular risk
score, finding a significant effect41. Our negative results might
be explained by better access to primary care in Denmark.
Few of our participants had baseline values of lipids or blood
pressure indicating a need for change in medication, according to the current guidelines for cardiovascular prevention42,
and only two had haemoglobin A1c values above the cut-off
for diabetes without having being diagnosed and treated
beforehand. This might be the result of a successful mandatory examination of blood lipids in the Danish Schizophrenia
database, encouraging all clinicians across the three intervention groups to treat risk factors. Thus, the generalizability of
results of care coordination might be limited to countries with
similar health care systems. Also, we cannot exclude that
selecting a subgroup with more severe somatic comorbidities
might have changed our results in favour of care coordination
or CHANGE intervention.
For our key secondary outcome, cardiorespiratory fitness, few
studies have evaluated the effect of lifestyle interventions in
patients with schizophrenia, but they reported promising findings43-45. Trials evaluating the effect of behavioural interventions
in reducing metabolic risk factors have shown mixed results17.
Weight reduction is the most used outcome46-55 and the evidence
is reported to be favourable17, although long-term trials are missing18. Trials exploring the effect of behavioural interventions frequently use dyslipidaemia46,47,49,52, haemoglobin A1c46,56 and
blood pressure46,49,52,56,57 as secondary outcomes, and the evidence is currently low or inadequate17. Thus, our results are not
in line with previous trials regarding weight reduction and cardiorespiratory fitness, which might be explained by the clinical characteristics of our sample and the type of intervention.
The clinical characteristics of the sample we recruited reflect
our inclusion and exclusion criteria. Our sample might differ
from previous trials, as we aimed to optimize the external validity by having as few exclusion criteria as possible, being assertive
in the process of recruitment, and offering an intervention without mandatory elements, in order to avoid exclusion of the
severely ill (many trials exclude patients with somatic comorbidity, substance abuse or suicidal ideation) and volunteer bias.
The methods used to intervene reflect the chosen outcome
variables. As cardiovascular disease is multifactorial, we thought
that complex interventions should be the right approach. However, a majority of earlier trials have focused on single risk
behaviours, such as diet or smoking or physical inactivity. Our
intervention was heterogeneous, as every patient was free to
choose the focus area for the intervention in dialogue with the
coach. This might have limited our possibility to show an effect
on single metabolic outcomes, thus reducing our power.
In spite of a high retention proportion (86.0%), the perprotocol analysis showed that only 60.0% of patients randomized to the CHANGE group attended at least half of the
intended weekly meetings, indicating that offering a higher
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frequency of sessions or a lower caseload would doubtfully
have led to different results.
The CHANGE trial had several strengths. First, the design had
central randomization; blinded outcome assessments, data
management and data analysis; and independent funding.
Second, we planned our sample size to avoid substantial type II
errors. Third, we used a manual-based, well-described and
evidence-based theoretical framework. Fourth, we implemented
a high-intensity intervention, offering an assertive approach
with at least weekly personal contact. Fifth, we had a multifaceted method, allowing the staff to work on all the known risk
factors. Sixth, our composite outcome measure integrated the results even though they might be heterogeneous. Seventh, by
comparing lifestyle coaching with care coordination, we were
able to differentiate between the effect of lifestyle changes and
that of sufficient monitoring and treatment of somatic comorbidities. Eighth, all contacts with patients were registered. Ninth, the
intervention was developed to be sustainable, using low-budget
possibilities in the neighbourhood.
The ideal outcome measures for trials aiming to reduce mortality from cardiovascular disease are obviously hard ones like
death. However, waiting for survival analyses is too time consuming and expensive for most studies, leaving surrogate outcomes as the second best choice. Currently there is no gold
standard for surrogate outcomes in trials aiming to improve cardiovascular health, and the outcomes we chose for this trial have
strengths and limitations. Strengths are that we used a composite
score including several well-known risk factors. The score consisted of both modifiable and non-modifiable risk factors. This
may be seen as a weakness, since it means that an intervention
could affect all the modifiable risk factors, yet not affect the composite outcome measure. This was not an issue in the CHANGE
trial, as there were no indications of significant reductions even
in the separate modifiable risk factors. Conversely, we view our
choice of primary outcome measure as a strength, as constructing a risk score without non-modifiable risk factors would not
yield an accurate estimate of risk. A weakness, though, is the lack
of validation of the surrogate measure in a population with
schizophrenia. In fact, research published after the initiation of
this trial has questioned the generalizability of cardiovascular
risk scores to people with severe mental illness58.
As we did not succeed in recruiting the planned number of participants (we recruited 428 patients, while 450 were expected), we
cannot exclude a risk of being underpowered, increasing the risk
for type II errors. However, we find it unlikely that including 22 further participants would have changed our results substantially,
and we still have a power of 87.2% regarding our primary outcome, which seems an acceptable one compared to most trials.
The lack of effect on individual risk behaviours should be
interpreted with caution, due to insufficient power. Furthermore, existing tools measuring lifestyle changes have not been
validated in a population with schizophrenia, where cognitive
impairment and psychotic symptoms might compromise the
validity. As self-reporting might be subject to both recall
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problems (introducing random errors and thus increasing the
risk of type II errors) and social desirability bias (leading to systematic errors), more direct measurements like actigraphs
would have been preferable, but they were not considered in
this study due to logistic reasons.
In conclusion, the CHANGE trial provides evidence that a
manual-based individual lifestyle coaching intervention does
not reduce the 10-year risk of cardiovascular disease, compared
with treatment as usual, in patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorders and abdominal obesity. Offering lifestyle interventions to this group might seem like a moral imperative, but,
seen in the light of the lack of beneficial results and moderate
compliance with weekly meetings with the coaches, it is just as
imperative to ask whether this is the right approach to improve
life for patients with schizophrenia. The general population,
and even more, a vulnerable population like this one, is facing
major barriers to making healthy choices and powerful pressures to select the unhealthy. We suggest that future research
should focus on environmental/structural changes rather than
individually anchored health interventions, taking into account
the special needs of patients with schizophrenia.
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